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Lost Your Groove?
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Don’t let your pain from your past determine your future. The most precious gift given to us by the universe
is time. Spending your precious time crying and blaming others for your pain , wounds, loss and frustrations
is not going to change the status of your pity party situation. Get up and shake the dirt off. Crying about your
‘poor me and why me,” situation without taking any action to change it, is a self destructive behaviour.

Exhume or Heal (The Book)

You have gone through a roller-coaster that has drained the life out of you.
You are going through identity crisis, transitioning from parenting to being an empty nester, trying to
decide what to do with your life after retiring, divorce, widowhood, a long illness, lost your job, moved
into a new environment or even trying to decide on how to run your new business.
You are losing focus on what used to be the most important thing in your life.
You are finding yourself asking where you went wrong and you still cannot put a finger on it. How did
you end up there? Does life seem like it’s not worth living?
You have lost your sense of self and cannot get a grip of where your life is heading.
You long for a new and exciting life but, it seems too far-fetched to get there.
You long for authentic connections with a life partner and this seems like an elusive dream.
You are feeling depressed and anxious all the time. You have lost your sense joy and nothing is exciting in
life anymore.
People seem to be taking advantage of your vulnerable situation and you have lost the confidence you
used to have. You don’t even remember the last time you said NO and actually meant it.
You feel alone in a world full of people.
You feel overwhelmed to start a new career and do not feel good enough or qualified enough to do it?
You look yourself in the mirror and wish you had a different look,
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What's wrong?
You are successful and beautiful but still feel there is something missing in your life and can’t
put a finger on it. You have tried everything to stay positive but you still find yourself grumpy,
irate and ready to pounce on anyone that steps on your toes.

If you are having any of these experiences or longings, the good news is that you are not alone.
I was once there, before I discovered how to Reignite My Sense of Self. My name is Rosemary T. Mupambwa
author of, “Exhume or Heal. A Widow’s Memoir, Getting Her Groove Back.”
I am a Life Transformation and Relationship Coach, creator of this course, “Getting Your Groove Back”, to help
women Reignite their Feminine Power and reclaim their lives, after going through roller coaster life experiences.
I went through a major life transition when I lost my husband and had to move to a foreign continent. I had to
learn to pick up the pieces and start my life from zero, to now being a Life Transformation Coach. I had to go on
an intense healing journey and learnt to let go of my painful past. I used several healing therapies ranging from
humor, forgiveness etc. I also learnt to forgive as this helped me to regain my power back from my perpetrators.
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Why?
Why Is It Like This Anyway?
Having worked with a lot of women in my business, I have seen it firsthand. Most of us women put ourselves last
and remain invisible our whole life. We stop loving and forget to treat ourselves with respect.
It is because we have been groomed to be excellent nurturers in our lives and forget that we need the same for
ourselves too!
While we have been pretending that we are ok and life is good, deep down we are always craving for something
better and fulfilling. We still struggle to find true happiness in our daily lives, relationships and in ourselves.
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The Awakening Every Woman
Needs…..
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When life transitions befall us, we turn to our masculine energy to save and protect us. The problem is that we
become stuck in that mindset and this hinders our foresight to see how much damage it has caused to our lives.
This also hinders our willingness to accept any help or recognize the need to accept help too.
We get stuck in our limiting beliefs and blame shifting mindsets, that it was never our fault for life to turn out this
way.
We normalize the abnormal, but why does it have to be this way?
Get To The Root Of The Problem…….
What is keeping you awake at night?
Why do you think you are living your life in circles?
Ever wondered why you keep attracting the same bad luck in your life?
Giving up is not an option!!
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Reigniting your FEMININE POWER
It helps you discover your SENSE OF SELF and leads you to discover why healing is important in your
situation. Once you start your healing journey, then you will understand why you need to:
Reignite your
FEMININE POWER and
Understand, that you deserve
BETTER……….
You are worth much more than what your tunnel vision has made you believe.
This is the reason you cannot find your way out of your situation.
Do not let your painful past keep you stuck in your limiting beliefs, the poor me and pity party mindsets.
There is a whole life ahead of you waiting to be discovered, by you.
Tell yourself that you deserve to live life to the fullest and nothing will stop you, because you are worth it!
Tell Yourself: I DESERVE BETTER
I ……….. Deserve the best for my life. I am now moving past all the negative and restrictive thoughts and
mindsets.
I am letting go of all the pain that has been brought on me in my previous life by my partner, family and friends.
I am not going to be limited by any fears to overcome this pain.
I visualize my new life filled with joy and freedom.
Already I see my life differently and I believe that the Universe is looking down on me and will help me to move
on.
I deserve a life of happiness filled with an abundance love, respect, honesty and integrity.
I deserve this new life with an open heart and I will not let anything from my past block this.
I deserve the best life and I accept it.
Once you understand that you are worth much more than you were giving yourself, then you are on the right
road to realizing that,
”You Can Get Your Groove Back!!!”
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But How And Where Do You Start This
Journey?
Remember: “Healing Is Your Choice!!”
Start your journey with the RosesLifeCoaching way!
We can help to Empower, Transform and set you on a Thriving path.
We have helped individuals break free from their tunnel vision.
Discover their power within to achieve anything they want in life.
Creating successful life strategies for our clients is our mission by helping them heal their emotional wounds
and letting go of their past.
Healing is a continuous journey, which will create a healthy and positive mindset. Healing sets you on the right
path to create an environment to:
Reignite your Feminine Power!
Feminine Power helps you to draw in positive energy and positive people will start to be drawn towards you.
This will put you on the right track to getting your life again!!

What are you waiting for?
Start your Transformation journey today!
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TOOLS TO GET BETTER
RESULTS
Need M ore Help from M e?

READ EXHUME OR HEAL
The book goes over different healing therapies the reader can easily
try out. Readers learn how to forgive the past and let go of the
brokenness and bitterness. Healing and Forgiveness are
continuous processes.
https://roseslifecoaching.com/shop/exhume-or-heal-a-widowsmemoir-getting-her-groove-back-paperback/

RLC Basic Coaching Plan
This basic consulting and coaching plan is designed to provide
resources and strategies for coping with grief, loss, and building
new relationships. This plan is provided on a pre-scheduled basis.
https://roseslifecoaching.com/shop/basic-coaching-plan/

RLC Extended Coaching Plan
This extended consulting and coaching plan is designed to provide
resources and strategies for coping with grief, loss, and building
new relationships. This plan is provided as a monthly extensive
and comprehensive plan.
https://roseslifecoaching.com/shop/extended-coaching-plan/
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ABOUT ROSE MUPAMBWA
My name is Rosemary Trish. Author of the Book,
"Exhume or Heal: A Widow's Memoir, Getting Her
Groove Back". I was a College Lecturer, Social Worker
and Domestic Violence Counselor before I became
an Internationally Certified Transformation and
Relationship Coach. For a while I threw Pity Parties to
which no-one attended except myself . Feeling sorry
for myself did not change my situation at all. Finally it
dawned on me that for my life to change positively, I
had to take action and do something about it. I
realized that the power to change my life was within
me. The most important thing is, I MADE IT!!!. I want
to help you also get back your strength.
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